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About This Game

FAST FACTS

Unique and uncompromising visual and sound experience

Explore Paris in 2050 through 5 unique levels

5 types of enemies with various attacks and strategies and two boss battles

Physical and stylish gameplay with no artificial padding

Optimized for 90 fps on a GTX 1060

Fast loading

No micro-transactions, no abusive DLC

Direct contact with the development team: https://discord.gg/8aWuWck
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Compatible Vive, WMR, Oculus

Your mission is to advance through the 5 levels of the game by destroying all the Artificials and ultimately disconnect the
Goddess, the temple of Moore. To complete your quest, you will be equipped with a high-tech and lavish arsenal which evolves

with the increasing difficulty of the game. You can discover these weapons in detail in the section Factory.

Each stage has been carefully crafted up to the last detail, a subtle blend of modernity and classicism, like a mid-21st century
Paris. The experience also includes multiple animation styles and special effects that reinforce the sense of immersion and

presence while participating in a storytelling. We also put a lot of effort into the overall fluidity of the game, optimizing each
3D object to guarantee a minimum of 90 FPS.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Singularity 5
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Monochrome Paris
Publisher:
Monochrome Paris
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Rescale is a very fun game. I like how you can change the size of the ball to fit through different levels, I also like how you can
change the color of your ball, it'll be cool if you can have like hats you can wear and stuff. The levels are very unique which I
very like. If you have .99 cents and don't know what to spend it on, buy Rescale. Great game!. Pretty Nice Puzzle Game.
Without any discount a little bit expensieve but the developer made a good job to create an addiction puzzle fun factor.
With achievements and trading cards to collect the prize is okay (Summer Sale Action)

Bei Puzzlespielen bin ich immer skeptisch. Meistens langweilt es mich nach 1 Stunde wenn sich kein guter Suchtfaktor einstellt
(z.B. leicht erreichbare Errungenschaften oder leicht durchzuspielene Levels)
Bei dem Spiel ist es nicht so. Gute Sounduntermalung und schlampigkeitsfehler werden mit dem Nichterreichen der
Errungenschaften (Fehlerfrei 0-1) bestraft.
Der Vollpreis ist etwas zu teuer angesetzt aber dennoch zahlt es sich aus. Die Entwickler haben keine M\u00fchen gescheut das
Spiel gut umzusetzten. :-). Fantastic game.. Absolutely fantastic maps in this pack, really well designed and I must say I find
them pretty damn tough!
Extremely tight corners and very zig-zaggy courses, but they all feel right.

One thing though which I dislike..
The music (imho) has been taken in the completely wrong direction. It's gone from funky psytrance to weird bagpipe dubstep,
and not the good kind of dubstep either. Skrillex kinda stuff. If the developers release an update which allows you to take tracks
out and replace them with other course's music then I'd be happy as can be! But the music in this pack, to me, is a little
offputting. I usually have my music 2 or 3 notches above SFX but I've had to turn it down any time I'm on these new tracks..

Other than that though, this is well worth your money!. The best game nobody ever played.

Even though in-game enhancements feel like they weren't really necessary and break the original atmosphere of the game, it's
still a classic that everyone should play. Trading cards and achievements are nice addition.. I love this soundtrack c:
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you can only buy once but its worth it to get a new character or something. Scariest game I've played in a LONG time! It keeps
you on your toes at all times! I have yet to get very deep into the game world, but The atmosphere is so intense that my heart
doesnt leave my throat unless I pause the game! This is how a true horror game should make you feel! I also cannot wait until I
unravel the threads and discover the story behind this title!

All in all, i would have to say that Shadow Peak the best purchase i have made in quite a while! It embodies everything I expect
in a true horror game! I plan on doing a Twitch Live Stream of this game ASAP! In my opinion, this game is way scarrier than
FNAF ever was!. My mind has been blown with such crazy ending,
Can't recall last time I have been so freaking schocked during credits, nice job !. its a game about acid. sometimes it gets on you,
sometimes you get it on others. I can not say if the game is good or bad because it does not run on my machine (Win 10 64 bit).
And the developer and publisher does not need the players to support their games on steam, so there is a thumbs down from me,
pity I would have liked to play the game. The other games of REALORE run strangely :-(

ich kann nicht sagen, ob das Spiel gut oder schlecht ist, da es auf meinem Rechner nicht l\u00e4uft (Win 10 64 bit). Und die
Entwickler und Publisher haben es ja nicht n\u00f6tig, die Spieler ihre Spiele bei steam zu unterst\u00fctzen, darum gibt es
einen Daumen runter von mir, schade, ich h\u00e4tte das Spiel gerne gespielt. Die anderen Spiele von REALORE laufen
komischerweise :-(

The checkpoint update:
Singularity 1.1.1 is finally live with the following highlights:

-Remapped and added checkpoints to avoid repetition of cinematics - get straight back into the action! Checkpoints that just
skip the introduction cinematic will not influence the score.

-LIV mixed reality compositing support (streamers please get in touch if you need support!)

-Added controls map to main menu

Bug fixes:
-Fixed Arachnoid disappearing in level 4 when the hint to beat the shield phase appeared. A big thank you to everyone who
helped report this bug.
-Removed unwanted sound when starting or using checkpoint in level 4
-Fixed title display in level selection
-Fixed spelling in level 1 grenade tutorial. Easy mode update:
Easy mode addition

Hi everyone, the last Singularity 5 update added an easy mode to the game!
We wanted the game to be challenging, and we think it's best enjoyed when your virtual life is on the line! But we realise the
difficulty was a little steep for some players. Hopefully easy mode can provide a good training ground and help beginner players
or just those who want to relax and enjoy the game without stress.
Easy mode will reduce the number of ennemies, but it will half your final score.

This comes with a few bug fixes as well, you can now shoot the drone grenades normally to get rid of them.

Enjoy, and thank you for your feedback!
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